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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
Greetings members.
It is always interesting to see the evolving
developments in contemporary education
policy. It has been many years now that the
policies of the 1970s were displaced, and many
of those in play before the 1870s have been
resurrected. I am thinking of the strong
subsidisation of schools other than the national,
public, state or government (the naming
dependent on the time period or colony or
State). It is also fascinating to see the attempts
to tie teachers' work and remuneration to the
measurable elements of young people's school
performances. This was a mainly post 1870s
development as variations on England's Revised
Code were implemented across the colonies.
It is too early for most of us to have a strong
understanding of the latest Gonski report, but it
does look as if it is in the lineage of the New
Education, and the 1938 effort, Education for
Complete Living. I always find lazy descriptions of
past practice annoying. The use of the term
"industrial" modes of teaching are well-nigh
meaningless. Even in the early nineteenth
century that most factory-like form of pedagogy,
monitorialism, had another side to it, as literacy
for the common people fulfilled educational and
political objectives ranging from both liberal to
oppressive.

Above: David Gonski, author of “Through Growth
to Achievement Report of the Review to Achieve
Educational Excellence in Australian Schools”,
March 2018.
As historians of education we have much to offer
contemporary debates lacking historical
perspectives, though I confess it is a long time
since I have written a Letter to the Editor ... .
In my role as general editor of the ANZHES
sponsored Dictionary of Educational History
(DEHANZ) it has been a pleasure to see the
increase in entries over this first part of 2018—
by seven. Several of the new entries have the
capacity to inform contemporary policy debates

in Australia and New Zealand, none more so than
Carole Hooper's on "payment by results" as it
emerged in the last third of the nineteenth
century.
For those of you who have not been into the
Dictionary for a while, this is the list of the year's
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new entries. There is much good reading here,
and history—both for entertainment and
reflection:
•

Newcastle High School, Josephine May,
posted April 2, 2018.

•

Payment by results: Teachers’ work,
remuneration, and student assessment,
Carole Hooper, posted March 25, 2018.

•

Catholic schools: Creating a system, Jenny
Collins, posted March 22, 2018.

•

Residualised public schooling: The case of
Mount Druitt High School, Craig Campbell,
posted March 12, 2018.

•

MACOS and SEMP, Craig Campbell, posted
March 6, 2018.

•

Church and Schools Corporation, Craig
Campbell, posted January 31, 2018.

•

Girls, School and Society, Craig Campbell,
posted January 31, 2018.

There are still some notable absences in the
Dictionary. At least we now have one substantial
entry on the development of Catholic schooling,
but the complete absence of anything on Maori,
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander education is a
problem. It is a reflection on the pool of
historians to whom we have access. They/we are
all volunteers. They/we write on topics that we
feel we know best. It would be nice to have some
money to commission entries that might repair
obvious absences in our coverage.
Planning for the December ANZHES conference
in Sydney continues, but August will see more
obvious activity. The Call for Papers occurs from
12 August, and Registrations open on the 27th of
the same month. The ANZHES web-site, linked
above, has all the currently available details.
Dorothy Kass and I have completed assessing,
editing and accepting papers from the joint
Canberra ANZHES and ANME conference of
2017. We are pleased with the quality of the
special issue we have put together for the
History of Education Review. It will be published

late in 2018. More imminent is the regular issue
of that journal, now edited by Julie McLeod,
Helen Proctor and Tamson Pietsch. All ANZHES
members have access to the electronic version
of the journal through the ANZHES web-site.
Articles that you may wish to read in a more
material form are easily down-loaded as PDFs.
Both the ANZHES Secretary and I are overseas in
this May-June period. Jo May is assessing Donald
Trump's America. I shall be travelling through
the Caucasus then Central Asia and China. I am
especially excited by a return to China. I was last
there in early 1976 as Chairman Mao, the Gang

of Four and the Cultural Revolution were in their
last months of life and dominance. Sr Deirdre
Jordan, my former Sociology of Education
lecturer in the University of Adelaide's Dip. Ed.,
with the cooperation of Hugh Hudson, Mick
Young and Stephen Fitzgerald, put together an
education-oriented tour through several cities in
China. There was one historian of education on
the trip, long-term ANZHES member, Ian Brice. I
was a school teacher at the time. Jean Blackburn
from the Schools Commission was also there.
We learnt a great deal about the Chinese forms
of socialist education, though became a little
weary of being told from kindergarten to
university level, that in conformity with Cultural
Revolution strictures of the Little Red Book, that
one could not learn to grow rice on a blackboard.
It was a time of intensive and occasionally
violent criticism of "bourgeois intellectuals",
including teachers, at all levels of education, who
apparently were a much-flawed social class
fraction, in comparison with the more virtuous
lower and middle peasants, workers and
soldiers. This 1976 trip preceded tourism in
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China as capitalist enterprise, with its more
predictable itineraries.
And finally, thanks to all who have responded
promptly to the Treasurer's, Keith Moore's,
request for membership renewal. Those who
have yet to do so, get in touch through the
ANZHES web-site and RegisterNow soon.
Best wishes to all.
Craig Campbell, 8 May 2018
***************************************
CALL FOR PAPERS
HISTORY OF EDUCATION REVIEW
Julie McLeod (UMelb), Helen Proctor (USyd) and
Tamson Pietsch (UTS) have recently assumed the
editorship of the History of Education Review. It
is an international journal committed to the
publication of high quality peer reviewed
research and theoretical papers located in the
history of education, broadly construed.
The new editorial team is reviewing the direction
of the journal and widening its remit to include
fields cognate to the study of the history of
education and to promote greater dialogue
across the diverse fields of historical inquiry.
To this end, as well as papers in the history of
education, the editors welcome submissions of
papers in any of the following areas:

They also welcome expressions of interest for
special issues or themed sections, and
particularly encourage submissions from early
career scholars.
For further information please contact the
Editors.
***************************************
RE: GENDER HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN
AUSTRALASIA - Australian Women’s History
Network (AWHN) Reading List
As a member of the AWHN network I became
aware that the convenors were compiling a
reading list of publications on gender history in
Australasia as a resource to members and the
broader community. This excellent resource was
to be organised under sub-themes such as ‘War’,
‘Labour and Economics’ or ‘Youth and
Childhood’. Seeing that ‘Education’ was
originally under ‘Recreational Culture, Literature
and Education’, and was not separate topic by
itself, I compiled a draft list of over 70 items and
sent it to the convenors recognising that this was
an excellent way to raise the profile of
researchers in our area. The AWHN convenors
agreed that ‘Education’ did merit its own
heading. My list however was only preliminary,
not exhaustive. If you read this and publish in
Australasian gender history of education, please
review the Education list at:
http://www.auswhn.org.au/resources/genderhistory-readings/education/

-

Indigenous education

-

science and technology

-

knowledge and expertise

If your research publications are not listed and
you would like them to be there, please send
your items via email to auswhn@gmail.com

-

the professions and cultural industries

Jo May, 10 May 2018

-

youth and childhood studies

-

migration and education

***************************************
NEW PUBLICATIONS

-

education in the Asia-Pacific region

-

historiographical or theoretical papers

Congratulations to Dr John Andrews and Dr
Deborah Towns for their two publications on the
100-year history of government secondary
schooling in Victoria:
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'A Secondary Education for All?' A History of
State Secondary Schooling in Victoria
Unlocking the Past, What Stories Does Your
School Have To Reveal?

o
o
o

o

the problem of hierarchies in
educational institutions and practices
the experience of Indigenous: Māori,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
making, reforming and over-turning
dominant ideologies, discourses and
practices in education
great, and not so great: leaders who
have made school curricula, educational
policies and institutions

Call for papers will occur from 12 August, 2018.
Registration will be available from 27 August
2018. Enquiries may be made to the Convenor,
Associate Professor Craig Campbell, University
of Sydney. craig.campbell@sydney.edu.au
***************************************
H-EDUCATION
Go to:
http://www.scholarly.info/book/584/
All author royalties are being donated to State
Schools Relief in Victoria
***************************************
REMINDER: FOR YOUR DIARIES
THE 2018 ANZHES CONFERENCE COMMITTEE IS
PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE DETAILS OF OUR
FORTHCOMING ANZHES CONFERENCE.

What is H-Education?
H-Education is a free email network of scholars
and others interested in the history of education.
It “seeks to link participants with shared
interests in the history of education, broadly
defined as a recognized field covering both
formal and informal institutions and processes
regarding teaching and learning.”
https://networks.h-net.org/h-education
H-Education publishes a digest of happenings
from the field. It also regularly sends out a
compilation of publications in “current
periodicals” such as those below (apologies to
those who have already seen these).
Re: History of Education Research in Current
Periodicals (#211) by Rick Mikulski

Dates: 8-10 December 2018
Venue: Women's College, University of Sydney
Theme: Outsiders and Insiders: Histories of
educational access, success and failure
o individuals and groups experiencing
educational institutions and practices

Chapters in the recent book "Gender and
Mobility in Scotland and Abroad" (Guelph Series
in Scottish Studies 4), published by Guelph
Centre for Scottish Studies, 2018, may be of
interest. Chapters include:
McCall, Alison Taylor, ‘Social Mobility amongst
Female School Teachers in Scotland, 18501914’, in Sierra Dye, Elizabeth Ewan and
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Alice Glaze (eds) Gender and Mobility in
Scotland and Abroad (Guelph: University of
Guelph, April 2018), pp. 119-133.
Moore, Lindy, ‘Between Home and School: the
gendered mobility of middle-class Scottish
schoolgirls in the long nineteenth century’,
in Sierra Dye, Elizabeth Ewan and Alice
Glaze (eds) Gender and Mobility in Scotland
and Abroad (Guelph: University of Guelph,
April 2018), pp. 133-148.
Saarinen, Iida, ‘ ‘Making (Gentle)men of God:
Social mobility of Scottish Catholic
seminarians in the nineteenth century’, in
Sierra Dye, Elizabeth Ewan and Alice Glaze
(eds) Gender and Mobility in Scotland and
Abroad (Guelph: University of Guelph, April
2018), pp. 149-165.
There was also a special issue of the journal
"Women’s History: The Journal of the Women’s
History Network" in Spring 2018 entitled:
"Women's Education in the Long Eighteenth
Century." Articles include:
Cave, Penelope, ‘Musical Mothers and the
Mother Church: Lessons from the
Jerningham Letters’, Women’s History 10
(Spring 2018), p. 15- 19
Faulds, Katrina, ‘Dance and Dance Music at Girls’
Boarding Schools in England at the Turn of
the Nineteenth Century’, Women’s History
(Spring 2018), pp. 9-14
Ford, Elizabeth, ‘Music Lessons for Girls in
Eighteenth-century Scotland’, Women’s
History, 10 (Spring 2018), pp. 4-8.
Robertson-Kirkland, Brianna E., ‘Music-making: a
fundamental or a vain accomplishment?’,
Women’s History 10 (Spring 2018), pp. 3033.
Stark, Isobel, ‘The Viscountess, the Scientific
Philanthropist and the School of Industry’,
Women’s History 10 (Spring 2018), pp. 2025
Whiting, Nel, ‘I like School much Better Every
Day Longer I Stay; educating the Hunter
Blair girls’, Women’s History, 10 (Spring
2018), pp. 26-30

ANZHES members are encouraged to send
details of their publications to the editorial
email, editorial-education@mail.h-net.msu.edu
***************************************

The Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program offers
teaching and/or research awards in 137
countries for the 2019-2020 academic year.
Opportunities are available for college and
university faculty and administrators as well as
for professionals, artists, journalists, scientists,
lawyers, independent scholars and many
others. The deadline to apply is August 1, 2018
***************************************
OTHER FORTHCOMING CONFERENCES
•

The Australian Historical Association
2018 Conference on “The Scale of
History” will be held Monday 2 – Friday
6 July 2018, at The Australian National
University, Canberra, Australia.

Historians make choices about the scale of their
inquiry. They set parameters for their projects –
temporal, geographical, social, archival – which
shape their research strategies, their potential
audiences, and their interpretations and
arguments. Do you write history on a grand or
intimate scale? Or both? We welcome paper and
panel proposals on any geographical area, time
period, or field of history, especially those
relating to the theme of scale.
http://aha2018.anu.edu.au
•

Australian Women’s History Network
Symposium 2018, ‘The Past is a
Position: History, Activism and
Privilege’. Monday 2 July 2018, ANU
School of Music, Canberra

Keynote plenary panel speakers include Barbara
Baird, Ann Curthoys, Crystal McKinnon, Maria
Nugent, Suvendrini Perera. This symposium will
focus on histories of activism – including
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movements for decolonisation, liberation
movements, civil and personal disobedience,
public and private demonstrations, individual
and coordinated collective acts of resistance and
agitation. We focus on these to consider how
they have been understood historically and
remembered, and to consider which stories have
privileged places on the public record and
institutions and which do not. As feminists, how
do we think histories of activism and protest are
being, and should be, told?
•

Second Screen Studies Association of
Australia and New Zealand Aotearoa
(SSAAANZ) Conference, School of
Media, Film and Journalism, Monash
University, Melbourne, November 21–
23, 2018 on “The Uses of Cinema”.

In recent years film and television scholarship
has seen a renewed focus on the uses of
cinema – that is, on educational, instructional,
non-theatrical,
client-sponsored
and
government-sponsored filmmaking – in
collections such as Films That Work (Hediger and
Vonderau, 2009), Useful Cinema (Acland and
Wasson, 2011), Films of Fact: A History of
Science in Documentary Films and Television
(Boon 2008) and Learning with the Lights Off:
Educational Film (Orgeron, Orgeron and Streible
2012). This work – along with 2018’s fiftieth
anniversary of the events of May 1968 –
provides an occasion for reflection upon the
usefulness of film and television practice and
scholarship, and offers twin points of reference
for the Second Biennial Conference of the Screen
Studies
Association of
Australia and
Aotearoa/New Zealand (SSAAANZ).

in the social and cultural wars between
progressives and conservatives.
o Teachers Find their Voice - Striking in Many

States Over Pay, Conditions and Funding.
Teachers in West Virginia, Kentucky, Oklahoma
and now Arizona “have recently or are now
striking for better pay and more education
funding.” Teachers in North Carolina may be
next.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/answe
r-sheet/wp/2018/05/01/could-north-carolinasteachers-be-next-to-strike-heres-the-messtheyre-in/?utm_term=.86510826404a

Teachers striking in Oklahoma, April 2018.
o National Teachers of the Year 2018 met with

President Trump.
Mandy Manning, chosen as the national winner,
showed President Trump her disapproval of his
administration’s immigration and social justice
policies. She wore a number of badges with
equity messages, one with ‘Trans Equality Now’.
She brought the President letters from her
immigrant and refugee students.

NEWS FROM THE USA – EDUCATION AS A
FLASHPOINT
As our President mentioned in his letter I am in
the USA and I thought members might be
interested in how the topic of education is
playing out here under the Trump
administration. From an antipodean visitor’s
point of view, education seems to be a flashpoint

Image: Six buttons Mandy Manning wore at the
White House. (Screen shot / Democracy Now!)
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o Deeply

unpopular US Secretary of
Education, Betsy DeVos is a champion
of school choice. She gave a 60 Minutes
interview widely reported as “a train
wreck”.

o Lack of support for Brown Vs Board of

Education (1954 landmark case in
which the US Supreme Court declared
separate public schools for black and
white students as unconstitutional)
exposes some Trump judicial nominees
as against desegregation. In 2018!

BSA. The significance of this move was noted by
the Post: “For 105 years, the relationship
between the Boy Scouts and the Mormon
Church has been important to both groups. Any
boy who is part of a Mormon congregation
automatically becomes part of the Boy Scouts.
The Mormon Church has been the
largest participant of the Boy Scouts in the
United States, making up nearly 20 percent of all
of the Boy Scouts’ 2.3 million youth members.”
Jo May, 11 May 2018
***************************************
CALLING FOR YOUR NEWS!
The next newsletter will be in August. If you have
any news or new publications you would like to
share,
please
send
them
to
me
Josephine.May@newcastle.edu.au We also have
the website for sharing news.
***************************************

o High School Students Leading the Fight for

Gun Control

FEEDBACK WELCOME
Your Feedback is Always Welcome. If you have
any ideas about how this newsletter could be
improved, please don’t hesitate to send them to
me.
***************************************

Students at Los Angeles participate in the
nationwide walkouts to promote gun control and
show their historical consciousness. (Brian van
der Brug / Los Angeles Times)
o No More ‘Boy” in ‘Boy Scouts’ and an

historic relationship ends
One of the big items in the news this week
concerned The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints severing ties with the Boy Scouts after
more than a century of close relationship. The
Washington Post reported that the split follows
the Scouts’ decisions to include openly gay scout
leaders and – females! Beginning in February
2019, the Boy Scouts will be known as Scouts

